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What if Einstein was Right?
No fairer destiny could be allotted to any
physical theory, than that it should of itself
point out the way to the introduction of a
more comprehensive theory, in which it
lives on as a limiting case
Einstein,
Relativity, 1916.What if Einstein was
Right?! tells the compelling story of
Einsteins life-long solitary struggle to find
(his) Unified Field Theory against all
odds, and against all of his contemporaries
better judgment... Guided by his unfailing
talent to detect paradoxes and search for a
deeper unifying principle underlying
apparently distinct phenomena and armed
by his iron-will tenacity and meta-physical
faith in a rational reality (or a God)
Einstein spent the entire second half of his
(unparalleled) scientific career pursuing a
Unified Field Theory that could unify
between quantum mechanics and Relativity
theory... Interestingly enough - half a
century later everybody is searching for
precisely such a Theory of Everything
(TOE) but thus far with no success!?
What if Einstein was Right?! traces
Einsteins genius quest for such a Unified
Field Theory by following his scientific,
intellectual, and even metaphysical
inquiries which ultimately leads up to the
formulation of a new hypothetical
Computational Unified Field Theory
(CUFT) that is capable of unifying
Quantum Mechanics and Relativity Theory
based on a novel Universal Computational
Principle. The discovery of this new
hypothetical CUFT also questions the basic
materialistic-reductionistic
thesis
underlying
contemporary
science
(including a reformalization of key
scientific paradigms including: Darwins
Natural Selection principle, the Genetic
Encoding
hypothesis
and
G?dels
Incompleteness Theorem). Dr. Jehonathan
Bentwich is a Neuroscientist that was
trained at Brookhaven National Laboratory
(NY, USA) who has developed this new
hypothetical Computational Unified Field
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Theory (CUFT) (Bentwich, 2011b) over
the past twenty years of his academic
research. Dr. Bentwich is also the inventor
of a new medical device proven to be
effective in reversing cognitive decline in
Alzheimers disease (Bentwich, 2011a) and
the founder of several medical device
companies.
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Einstein biggest mistakes in physics - Business Insider Apr 14, 2007 Einstein was right: space and time bend
Everitts aim was to prove to the highest precision yet if Einstein was correct in the way he described Is Einsteins
Greatest Work All WrongBecause He Didnt Go Far Nov 19, 2015 But in order to get the math right, Einstein had to
create a new constant number (an unchanging value, like pi or e) and stick it inside his What if Einstein was right
about free will? frank talk about suicide Feb 10, 2016 On Thursday, well find out if Einstein is right one last time.
Researchers from Caltech and MIT will convene for a press conference where they What if Einstein is Wrong? Big
Think What if Einstein was Right?! tells the compelling story of Einsteins life-long solitary struggle to find (his)
Unified Field Theory against all odds, and against all Sorry, Albert: Physics that challenges Einstein New Scientist
Feb 11, 2016 And it FINALLY proves Einstein right! The waves are so small that if you only saw the tiny distortion in
one lab, you wouldnt be able to Gravitational waves have been detected, Einstein was right May 1, 2012 Even more
exciting, it could also open the door to the theory of quantum gravity that Einstein was never able to derive. If Barbour is
right, some What if Einstein was wrong? - Quora Oct 3, 2016 - 5 min - Uploaded by Francesco /blog Music by Estes
Shane Whalen. Einstein May Be About to Be Proved RightAgain - Latest Stories Oct 14, 2011 If the universe was
expanding, the cosmological constant wasnt needed. His beautiful equations had been right to begin with. In 1931,
Einstein Why Einstein was wrong about being wrong - Im gonna tell you a funny thing about Science. When an old
theory, a theory which was so external observer will measure the one photon had gone 1 light second to the right and
the other had gone 1 light second in the opposite direction Seven Simple Ways We Know Einstein Was Right (For
Now) Science Oct 27, 2015 Albert Einsteins theory of general relativity has been proven right again and If Lorentz
symmetry is violated, then the orbits will be different An orbiting Microscope is about to discover if Einstein was
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right Mar 29, 2015 This is basically a question about classical physics versus modern relativistic physics and most of
the people posting here are not qualified to Einstein Was Right. - University of Pittsburgh Feb 13, 2016 Einstein was
so enraged that he never published there again. If Einstein were alive today, he might thank Robertson, who saved the
great The Man Who Said Einstein Was Wrong, And Was Right - Dec 5, 2015 Newton never considered time to be
a part of physics. It, together with space, formed If you stand at the back of an airplane and throw a ball towards the
front, that ball will be travelling at a different speed relative to the The man who said Albert Einstein was wrong, and
was right - Livemint Feb 16, 2016 Once again, Einstein was right in that this theory accurately And, if such
background metaphysics exist, could it be wrong even if the theory Einstein was Wrong about E=MC2 - The Living
Universe book - J Einsteins first mistake with E=MC2 was to take a simple equation and then try to If Einstein would
have allowed the photon its fair share of the mass, then there Einstein was right: space and time bend Science The
Guardian May 7, 2011 For his part, Einstein never had any doubts that he was right. When asked how he would have
reacted if Eddingtons observations had 100 Years Later, Scientists Conclude: Einstein Was Right! I Heart May 4,
2012 That is distinctive of Einstein: he was right so often. If Einstein was right even in his blunders, it does not seem to
far a stretch to call upon Was Einstein Wrong? : 13.7: Cosmos And Culture : NPR Feb 11, 2016 Gravitational
waves: Einstein was right - and this announcement is the If you wave around two dumbbells you will emit gravitational
waves If Einstein Is Right Santa Is Even Fatter Than We Thought - Gizmodo When Black Holes Collide:
Einstein Was Right All Along - Newsweek Feb 13, 2016 Einstein was right to wonderthe signal detected on
September 14, 2015 If the LIGO object is a pair of 30 solar mass black holes, then the Einstein Is Right About
General Relativity Again - Live Science Nov 28, 2016 If theyre right, it pokes a hole squarely in the foundation of
physics for the last hundred years, Einsteins Theory of General Relativity. According Because Newtonian mechanics is
simpler, more intuitive, and all that most people will ever .. My wallet right now has $0 of cash in it, a miniaturized
Taekwondo testing requirement sheet that is slightly out of date, a debt card that links to my if Einstein was right, a
spinning planet should twist the fabric of if Einstein was right, a spinning planet should twist the fabric of space-time.
To see the effect, all we need is a perfect gyroscope. And a perfect telescope. And. If Einstein proved his theory of
relativity, why then does science not Dec 21, 2016 Theres a controversial little interpretation of Einsteins theory of
special relativity that could affect what happens to masses moving at a really What if Einstein was Right?, Dr.
Jonathan Bentwich - If you have a question for Dr. Kaku, just post it in the comments section below and check back
on Today, Dr. Kaku addresses the question What if Einsteins
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